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The algorithm we present is a natural next step to well-known algorithms for finding optimal 
graph realizations of tree-realizable distance matrices. It is based on the fact, which we prove 
first, that the quest for optimal realizations of nontree-realizable distance matrices can be 
narrowed to a proper subclass L%* of the class ‘?ZJ of all such matrices. The matrices in g* are 
those which satisfy the following condition: for each pair of indices {h, i}, there is another pair 
fi, k} such that the submatrix ({h, i, j, k}) is nontree-realizable. Given an arbitrary distance 
matrix D in 9, the algorithm associates to D a matrix D* in the sublcass 9*, whose optimal 
realization, if known, easily yields the optimal realization of D. The practical usefulness of this 
algorithm is underscored by a growing number of distance matrices whose optimal realizations 
are known [4,7]. Time and space requirements of the algorithm are also discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Graph realizations of distance matrices have been extensively studied: besides 
its intrinsic interest as a bridge between graphs and matrices or, if we prefer, 
between graphs and finite metric spaces, the subject has applications in such 
varied areas as psychology [2], electrical networks [3] and biology [6]. (For more 
information, see the list of references of [9] or [ll].) 
Finding optimal realizations of nontree-realizable distance matrices or, if we 
prefer, optimally embedding finite metric spaces in graphs, has remained very 
difficult. The algorithm presented in this paper brings us a step closer to a general 
solution of this problem; it is however not yet such a solution; neither should we 
consider it as an approximation algorithm. What we show is that the scope of the 
general problem can be reduced: the quest for optimal realizations can be 
narrowed to a proper subclass 5B* of the class CB of all distance matrices. In other 
words, it is enough to investigate optimal realizations of distance matrices in 9* 
because, if ever we will find the optimal realizations of the distance matrices in 
B*, we will trivially derive from them the optimal realizations of all distance 
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matrices. The algorithm we present associates to an arbitrary distance matrix D in 
$3 a distance matrix D* in C%* whose optimal realization, if known, easily yields 
the optimal realization of D. The associated matrix is usually of smaller order; it 
is, or may be obtained easily from, a submatrix of the given matrix. Moreover, 
the class CB* has a nice characterization. The matrices in B* are those which 
satisfy what we call the pairing condition, this means, for each pair of indices 
{h, i}, there is another pair {j, k} such that the submatrix ({h, i, j, k}) is 
nontree-realizable. This condition is a natural strengthening of the following one, 
which characterizes the nontree-realizable distance matrices [7]: for each index h, 
there are three indices i, j, k such that the submatrix ({h, i, j, k}) is nontree- 
realizable. 
Our present results generalize those in our previous papers [9] and [lo]. 
2. Preliminaries and main lemmas 
For compactness we denote by ij the entry dii of the matrix D and to exhibit the 
setAofindicesofDwewriteDalsoas(A)oras({1,2,...,n}).Ingeneral,a 
graph realization G of D has main and auxiliary vertices. The distance between 
main vertices Vi and tag is denoted d(v,, Vi) and, by definition, d(vi, vi) = ij. We 
say that we remove a vertex of degree two when we replace its two incident edges 
by one edge whose length is the sum of their lengths. A vertex removal yields a 
homeomorphic graph. Auxiliary vertices of degree two will always be removed. 
We recall a known result: 
Theorem A [4, 51. Let (A) b e a distance matrix. The folIowing conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) There is a partition of A into two nonempty sets A,, A, and a mapping 
f : A + R+ such that f is positive for at least one element of A, and one element of 
AZ and ij S f (i) + f (j), equality holding whenever i E A, and j E A,. 
(2) Every optimal realization G of (A ) has a cutpoint c or a bridge with a point 
c on it such that, for each k in A, f(k) is the distance d(c, vk) in G. 
In this paper, when vk is a cutpoint we call k a cutindex. If vj is pendant, then 
f(k) = jk satisfies (1) except that j is the only element of A2 and f(j) = 0. With 
this proviso, a bridge of length L in every optimal realization corresponds to the 
existence of a mapping f0 satisfying (1) and such that, for 0 s e c L, the mapping 
fe :A + R+ defined by setting h(x) = f”(x) - e f or x E Al and f&x) = f”(x) + e for 
x E A2 satisfies also (1). It therefore makes sense to say that the index x is on the 
bridge if h(x) = 0 or f&x) = 0. A bridge is a particular case of a bridge path. A 
bridge path is a path all of whose edges are bridges. It is pendant if one of its 
edges is pendant. 
We need also the following known theorems. 
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Theorem B [l]. The distance matrix ( { 1, 2, 3, 4) ) is tree-realizable if and only if, 
among the three sums 12 + 34, 13 + 24, 14 + 23, two are equal and not smaller 
than the other one. 
Theorem C [7]. A nontree-realizable distance matrix of order 5 has at least two 
nontree-realizable principal submatrices of order 4. 
Theorem D [S]. The distance matrix ( { 1, 2, . . . , n}) is tree-realizable if and only 
if all its principal submatrices of order 4 are tree-realizable. 
An index k of ({1,2, . . . , n}) is called compact if i, j exist such that 
ik + kj = ij. A compactification is an important operation: to compactify k, we 
find 
ak = min{(ik + kj - ij)/2} 
with the minimum over all pairs {i, j} E (1, 2, . . . , n} - {k}, and then we 
subtract ak from all nondiagonal entries in the kth lines (row and column) of the 
matrix. When ak = kp, we call k pendant from p and, as proven in [7], 
kg = kp +pq for all q; to avoid nondiagonal zero entries, after subtracting ak we 
remove duplicated parallel lines, thereby reducing the order of the matrix; we say 
the matrix has been reduced and such an operation is called a reduction. It 
follows from Theorem B that compactifications (with no reductions) do not affect 
the tree- or nontree-realizability of the 4-submatrices. 
We now prove our first lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an optimal realization of (A) and let p(v’, v”) be a 
nonpendant bridge path linking v’ and v” and containing the main vertices 
v Xl’ vx2, f * . > vx, (possibly including v’ or v”). An optimal realization G* of 
(A - {XI, x2, . . . , x,}) can be obtained from G by replacing the main vertices in 
p(v), v”) by auxiliary ones, or by simply removing them, when of degree two. 
Conversely, an optimal realization of (A) can be obtained from G* by 
subdivision of edges and replacement of auxiliary vertices by main vertices. 
Proof. Using Theorem A, the ensuing remarks and the definitions of bridge and 
bridge path, it is trivial to obtain, from the partitions of A associated to the 
bridges of G, the partitions of A - {x1, x2, . . . , x,} associated to the bridges of 
G*; and conversely. 0 
As an illustration, see Fig. 1, where all edges are of length 1 unless otherwise 
indicated. The graphs G optimally realizes its distance matrix ({ 1, 2, . . . , 10)) 
while G* optimally realizes the submatrix ((1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10)). The path vq, us, 
vg, v7 of G is a bridge path. Partitions associated with its three bridges yield, on 
one side, {1,2,3,4}, {1,2,3,4,5} and {1,2,3,4,5,6}, respectively, and on the 
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other side their complements. The partition of G * yields { 1,2,3} on one side and 
{8,9, lo} on the other. 
Lemma 2.2. Let y’ and y be two distinct indices of (A) such that: (a) for every 
pair {j, k}, the submatrix ({y’, y, j, k}) is tree-realizable; (b) both y’ and y are 
compactified and no index is pendant from y’ or y. Then in any optimal 
realization, there is a bridge path linking the vertices associated to y’ and y. 
Proof. Since y’ is compactified, there exist a’, u” such that a’a” = a’y’ + ~‘a”. 
Using this equality and the hypothesis that ({y’, y, a’, a”}) is tree-realizable, 
Theorem B and a simple algebraic manipulation yields a’y = a’y’ + y’y or 
a”y = u’y + y’y. With no loss of generality, suppose the latter holds. Since, by 
hypothesis, u” is not pendant from y’, there exists f ‘, distinct from a”, such that 
a”f’ < a”y’ + y’f ‘. Since ({y ', y, a”, f ‘}) is tree-realizable, Theorem B yields now 
yf’ = yy’ + y’f ‘. Finally, since, by hypothesis, y is not pendant from y’, there is 
q’, distinct from y, such that yq’<yy’ +y’q’, and, since ({y’, y, q’, f’}) is 
tree-realizable, we obtain f ‘q’ = f ‘y’ + y’q’. 
What we have just said is obviously equivalent to saying that the indices in 
A - {y’} can be partitioned into two subsets, F’ and Q’, each with at least two 
elements and such that y E Q’ and, for f’ E F’ and q’ E Q’, we have f ‘q’ = 
f ‘y’ + y’q’ and q’y < q’y’ + y’y. Obviously, by Theorem A, y’ is a cutindex. 
The same argument yields a partition of A - {y } into subsets F and Q similarly 
defined; clearly, F’ E Q, F c Q’ and F’ n F = 0. Fig. 2 helps visualize these 
partitions. 
If Q’ fl Q = 0, then, by Theorem A, there is a bridge of length y’y linking the 
vertices vY, and vY in any optimal realization. 
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IfQ’nQ#0, then,foreachxeQ’tlQ, set 
MI(X) = (y’x + xy - y ‘y)/2 
%(X) = (yy’ + y’x - xyp 
u&) = (y’y + yx - xy’)/2. 
By the definitions of Q’ and Q, ui(x) 3 0, uZ(x) > 0 and z+(x) > 0. 
Forx’,x”eQ’nQ, wehave 
u,(x’) - r&(x”) = U&x”) - U3(X’). 
Now u&x’) = u,(x”) implies d(~,,, v,~,) < ui(x’) + u,(x~) in any optimal realiza- 
tion, otherwise ({y’, y, x’, x”}) is nontree-realizable, a contradiction. For the 
same reason, uZ(x’) # uZ(x”) implies 
d(?J,P, V,*,) = Ui(X’) + Ul(X”) + J&(X’) - u*(x”)(. 
Sort now in increasing order the distinct values, say ql, q2, . . . , qL of uZ(x). 
Let Q,, Q2,. . . , Q, be the subsets of Q’ tl Q which correspond to these values, 
respectively. The subsets F’ U {y’} U Ql U . . * U Qr and Q,,, U * - * U Q, U {y} U 
F partition the index set A; if we define f’ :A --, R+ by setting 
f’(k) = u,(k) when k E Qr 
f’(k) = u,(k) + lqr - qS( when k E Q,, s f r 
f’(k) = qr + y ‘k when k E F’ U {y’} 
f’(k) =y’y - qr +yk when k E F U {y}, 
then Theorem A and the ensuing remarks easily show that v,, and n,, are joined 
by a bridge path in any optimal realization. Cl 
Lemma 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a distance matrix to satzlvfy the 
pairing condition is that no two indices are on (the same or distinct bridges of) a 
bridge path. 
Proof. Clearly, pendant indices or, equivalently, pendant bridges, preclude, and 
are precluded by, the pairing condition. Moreover, since compactifications (with 
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no reductions) do not affect the pairing condition, we consider only compactified 
matrices. 
Suppose the matrix does not satisfy the pairing condition, that is, for a certain 
pair of indices {y’, y}, all submatrices ({y’, y, j, k}) are tree-realizable. By 
Lemma 2.2, the sufficiency is proven. 
Now suppose that two indices y’, y are on a bridge path. By definition, in any 
optimal realization, their corresponding vertices are connected by a path all of 
whose edges are bridges. It is straightforward albeit somewhat tedious to verify 
that ({y ‘, y, j, k}) is therefore tree-realizable for all pairs {j, k} no matter which 
one of the following index subsets each of j and k belongs to: H = {h ( y’h = 
y’y+yh}, I={iIyi=yy’+y’i} and R=A-H-I-{y’,y}. This means that 
the pairing condition is not satisfied, which proves the necessity. 0 
As an illustration, consider the graphs in Fig. 3 with all edges of equal length 
and the main vertices labelled with their indices. All are optimal realizations of 
the distance matrices they induce [4]; only the one in Fig. 3c does not satisfy the 
pairing conditions. Note also that, by Lemma 2.3, matrices that satisfy the pairing 
condition cannot be reduced. 
Let now Al, AZ,. . . , A, be sets of a partition P of the index set of a distance 
matrix (A). To achieve shorter statements, we say that P satisfies: 
Condition Cl: when, for any given h, i, j, k, the submatrices ({ah, ai, aj, uk}) 
with ah, ai, Uj and ak arbitrary elements of Ah, Ai, Aj and Ak, respectively, are 
either all tree-realizable or all nontree-realizable; 
Condition C2: when, for any given h, i, j, the submatrix (Ah U Ai U Aj) is 
tree-realizable; 
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Condition C3: when there exists one set (1, 2, . . . , p} of elements of 
Ai, 4.9 . . . , A,, respectively, such that the submatrix ((1, 2, . . . , p}) satisfies 
the pairing condition. 
Note that, in C3, we do not require that all submatrices ({a,, u2, . . . , a,}) 
withal,az ,..., u,inA,,A2,.. . , A,,, respectively, satisfy the pairing condition, 
but simply that one such submatrix does. Obviously, if P satisfies Cl, then when 
one does they all do. 
Lemma 2.4. Let (A) be a distance matrix and let A have a partition which satisfies 
Cl, Cz and C3. Then, after compuctificutions, the submatrices ({a,, u2, . . . , a,,}) 
where aI, u2, . . . , a, are in AI, AZ, . . . , A,, respectively, have optimal reulizu- 
tions which are homeomorphic and have the same total length. 
Proof. Let 1,2,. . . ,p be elements of A,, AZ, . . . , A,, respectively; in particu- 
lar, they may be the elements referred to in condition C3. Let 1’ be another 
element of, say A,. It is enough to prove that, after compactifying and reducing, 
the submatrices ({l’, 1, 2, . . . , p}) and ({I’, 2, . . . , p}) are both realized by 
graphs homeomorphic to, and of the same length as, the graph which realizes, 
after compactifications, the submatrix ({ 1, 2, . . . , p}). By replacing 1,2, . . . , p 
one at a time, we see that, if this statement is shown true when 1, 2, . . . , p are 
the elements referred to in C3, then the same argument can be invoked when 
they are not. To prove the statement, consider the matrix ({I’, 1, 2, . . . , p}). 
The statement holds trivially if one of 1’ or 1 is or may become, after one 
compactification, pendant from the other one. Suppose this is not the case. Index 
1’ cannot be nor become pendant from any i distinct from 1; in fact, by C3, i, k 
exist such that ({ 1, i, j, k}) is non-tree-realizable and so would be ({ 1, l’, i, k}), 
which contradicts C2. Compactify 1’. As above, no i distinct from 1 may become 
pendant from 1’. Similarly, 1 cannot become pendant from any i and no i may 
become pendant from 1. Applying Lemma 2.2 to 1’ and 1, we define sets F’, Q’, 
F and Q and conclude that 1’ and 1 are on a nonpendant bridge path of 
({l’, 1, 2, . *. > PI). 
Now let x be distinct from 1’. We claim that x compactifies in 
({l’, 1,2,. . . ,p}) as in ({1,2,. . . , p}). Assume it does not. Suppose x # 1. 
For some U, after compactification of x, we have 1’~ + xu = 1’~. If u # 1, then, 
since ({I’, 1, X, u}) is tree-realizable, we obtain, by Theorem B, 11’ = lx +x1’ 
or lu = lx + XU. The latter equality contradicts what we have just assumed; hence 
the former holds which means that x E Q’ fl Q. Since F’ and F are nonempty 
there exist f E F and f’ E F’. We have just seen that x can compactify by different 
amounts in ({I’, 1, 2, . . . , p}) and ({ 1, 2, . . . , p}) only when it belongs to 
Q’nQ; all entries a are therefore equal in the compactified matrices 
({l’, 1,2,. . . ,p}) and ({1,2,. . . , p}). Moreover, since F’ c Q, in the com- 
pactified ({l’, 1, 2, . . . , p}) we have~=fl+ll’+l’f’=fl+lf’. Thismeans 
that 1 compactifies by the same amount in both matrices. Finally, 11’ = lx + xl’ 
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and the definitions of F’, Q’, F and Q imply 
# =fl+ 11’ + l’f’ =fl+ lx +X1’ + l’f’ =fx +xf’ 
which contradicts the assumption that x compactifies differently in 
({l’, 1, 2, . . . ,p>) and ({L& . . . . , p} ) . Our claim is thus true. 
Similarly, if x is distinct from 1, then x compactifies in ({l’, 1, 2, . . . , p}) as in 
({1’,2,. . . ,P>). 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the conclusions of the three preceding paragraphs 
immediately prove our initial statement and, with it, the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let (A) b e a distance matrix and P a partition of A which satisfies 
Cl, C2, and C3. Then P is unique. 
Proof. Let P and P’ be distinct partitions, both satisfying Cl, C2 and C3. 
Because P and P’ are distinct, there exist two elements a’, a” which belong to the 
same set of one partition say, P, and to distinct sets of the other one, P’. By C3 
and Lemma 2.4, for P’, there exist b, c such that ({a’, a”, b, c}) is nontree- 
realizable. By Theorem D, this contradicts C2 for P, which proves the 
lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let (A) be a distance matrix and P a partition of A into subsets 
AI, AZ,. . . , A, which satisfies Cl, C2 and C3. Then the submatrices 
({a,, a2, . . . , a,}) with a,, a2, . . . , ar, in AI, A2, . . . , A,, respectively, are the 
submatrices of maximum order which satisfy the pairing condition. 
Proof. We already know that those submatrices satisfy the pairing condition. 
Suppose that there exists a submatrix which satisfies the pairing condition and is 
either of order greater than p or of order p but not one of those. Such a 
submatrix has at least two indices, say a’, a” in the same set of P, say Ah, and, for 
some pair i, j, we have ({a’, a”, i, j} ) nontree-realizable. By Theorem D, this is a 
contradiction that P satisfies C2. 0 
3. The algorithm 
In the context of our algorithm, we introduce now a special definition of a tree 
of a graph. 
Let T be a subgraph of a connected graph G and let G - T be the subgraph of 
G whose edges are those not in T. If T has only one vertex or if there is one and 
only one path in G linking each pair of vertices of T, then we say that T is a tree 
of G. We call T pendant when T and G - T share only one vertex, nonpendant 
when they share more than one. The shared vertices are called attachment 
vertices. A maximal (pendant, nonpendant) tree is one which is not properly 








contained in another (pendant, nonpendant) tree. In Fig. 4 we enclose in dotted 
lines the ten maximal trees: only one is nonpendant; note that a maximal pendant 
tree may be properly contained in a nonpendant tree. Obviously, if G is not a 
tree, then the maximal trees partition the vertex set of G. (In Figs 4 through 8, 
rings and dots represent main and auxiliary vertices, respectively; edge lengths 
are omitted if equal to 1). 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be an optimal realization of a nontree-realizuble distance 
matrix D = (A). The partition of the main vertices of G into the distinct maximal 
trees of G corresponds to the unique partition P of A into subsets A,, AZ, . . . , A, 
which satisfies Cl, C2 and C3. 
Proof. First recall that, by definition, ij = d(vi, vi). Then, to verify Cl, use 
Theorem B and the definition of a tree and see that, with h’, h” l Ah, i EAT, 
j cAj and k cAk, the submatrices ({h’, i, j, k}) and ({h”, i, j, k}) are both 
tree-realizable or both nontree-realizable. To verify C2, use the definition of a 
tree and Theorems B and D. To verify C3, use again the definition of a tree and 
Lemma 2.3. Finally, the unicity follows by Lemma 2.5. 0 
The following result is the one that gives meaning to the algorithm. 
Theorem 3.2. Let D = (A ) be a nontree-realizable distance matrix and P a 
partition of A into subsets AI, AS, . . . , A, which satisfies Cl, C2 and C3. Let D* 
be the compactification of a submatrix ({al, a*, . . . , a,}) of D. If G* and G 
denote optimal realizations of D* and D, respectively, then we can obtain G* from 
G and G from G*. 
Proof. First, by Theorem 3.1, the subsets AI, AZ, . . . , A,, correspond to the 
maximal trees of G. Replace each maximal pendant tree of G (Fig. 4) by its 
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vertex of attachment, which we regard now as a main vertex even if it is auxiliary 
in G (Fig. 5). The graph G’ so obtained is obviously a subgraph of G. By known 
results on compactifications and reductions [3, 71, if G is an optimal realization of 
D, then G’ is an optimal realization of its induced matrix D’. Moreover, D’ can 
be obtained from D by compactifying and reducing all indices associated with 
main vertices in the maximal pendant trees of G. On the other hand, reversing 
the compactifications and reductions [3, 71, we can obtain an optimal realization 
G of D from an optimal realization G’ of D’. 
Now in each one of the nonpendant trees of G’ that have more than one 
vertex, replace all but one of the main vertices by auxiliary vertices and remove 
those of degree two. The graph we obtain depends on the choice of main vertex 
to be left in each nonpendant tree; these graphs are homeomorphic to and have 
the same length as G’. By Lemma 2.1, these graphs are optimal realizations of 
the matrices they induce if and only if G’ is an optimal realization of D’. By 
Theorem 3.1, their respective matrices are the compactifications of the sub- 
matrices ({a,, u2, . . . , a,}) of D. Choose one of these compactifications, say 
D*, or, equivalently, choose one of the respective graphs, say G* (Fig. 6). By 
Lemma 2.1, we can easily obtain G* from G’ or G’ from G*. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Fig. 5 depicts the graph G’ associated with the graph G of Fig. 4. Some 
Fig. 6 
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possible choices for G* are depicted in Figs 6, 7 and 8. For a nonpendant tree 
with no main vertex, see Fig. 3a. If, however, we take the graph in Fig. 3c as G, 
then G’ = G and, as G*, we may choose the graph in Fig. 3b or a similar graph 
with vertex 8 as main and vertex 7 as auxiliary, but not the graph in Fig. 3a. 
The significance of Theorem 3.2 is twofold: first, the search for optimal 
realizations of nontree-realizable distance matrices can be limited to those 
matrices which satisfy the pairing condition; secondly, D* is, in a sense, the 
farthest we can go in decreasing the order of D: any D* is a nontree-realizable 
matrix of smallest possible order among those whose optimal (nontree) realiza- 
tion is guaranteed to be homeomorphic to a subgraph of the optimal realization 
of D. Recall that optimal realizations of submatrices are not necessarily 
subgraphs [4, 71: an example is any 4-submatrix of the matrix induced by a 
polygon with edges of equal length. 
It remains only to be shown how we can obtain D* from D = (A) when no 
optimal realization of D or D’ is known. 
To better assess the efficiency of our algorithm, its simplicity and what it 
achieves, let us first recall that known methods to look for optimal realizations 
are essentially based in techniques presented in [3], namely recursive compac- 
tification of all the compactifiable indices of the given matrix; this is equivalent to 
removing all pendant trees in the optimal realization; when the matrix is 
Fig. 8. 
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nontree-realizable, we end up with a (nontree-realizable) matrix of smaller order 
and, if the optimal realization of the latter is known, then an optimal realization 
of the former is obtained by reversing, in the obvious sense, the successive 
compactifications. 
In such a procedure, the number of operations grows with n4, where n is the 
order of the matrix. We need successive “passes” over the matrix and, in each 
“pass”, for each index i, we find ai and subtract ai from all nondiagonal entries in 
the ith lines. The order of the matrix decreases at least one unit with each “pass”. 
The number of “passes” is of order n. 
As for storage requirements, at the end of each “pass” we store index and 
amount of compactification as well as the new compactified matrix; all this 
information is kept to make possible the “reversal” of the compactification. 
Additional storage requirements therefore grow with n3. 
For practical purposes this procedure can hardly, if at all, be implemented. 
The alternative we present here is structurally much simpler; it requires only 
one “pass” over the matrix; additional storage may be requested dynamically 
and, even if assigned statically, it grows slower than n2. Even more important is 
that it constructs D*, a matrix whose significance we explained above. 
Algorithm 3.3 (to obtain D* from (A)). 
Step 1. Fori=1,2,.. . ,n, set [i]:=A; 
Step 2. For each 4-submatrix ( {a, b, c, d} ) of (A), use Theorem B to check 
its tree-realizability. If ({a, 6, c, d}) is nontree-realizable, then modify the sets 
[a], [b], [c] and [d] as follows: 
[u] := [u] - {b, c, d} 
[b] := [b] - {a, c, d} 
[c] := [c] - {a, b, d} 
[d] := [d] - {a, b, c}. 
Step 3. From each distinct set [i], choose one index, say i, and compactify the 
submatrix formed by all such indices. The matrix so obtained is D*. 
Step 4. Stop. 
To prove the correctness of this algorithm, we need a few remarks. 
Remark 3.4. The distinct sets [i] yielded by Steps 1 and 2 form a partition of A. 
Proof. It is clear that each index i of A belongs to its associated set [il. Suppose 
that i belongs to two distinct sets, say {i,fi, . . . ,fk} and {i,g,, . . . , gm} with 
g, $ {CL . . * ,fkl* 
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If {i,fi, * * . , fk} is [i], then, since g, was removed from [i], there exist p, q 
such that ({i, g,, p, q)) is nontree-realizable. Hence i was removed from [g,,,] 
by the algorithm. Therefore, {i, g,, . . . , gM} is not [g,]; suppose it is, say, [gJ 
Obviously, ({gl, i, g,, P, 4)) is nontree-realizable and, by Theorem C, has at 
least one 4-submatrix which contains as indices i and g,, a contradiction that 
i l [gd, or g, and gl, a contradiction that g, E [g,]. 
If {i,fi,. . . ,.fi) is, say, [fk], then we distinguish three cases: 
Case 1. The set {i, g,, . . . , gm} is [g,J. Since g, was removed from [f,& there 
exist p, q such that ( {g,,,,fk, p, q}) is nontree-realizable. Hence 
({i, g,, fk, p, q}) is nontree-realizable and, by Theorem C, this matrix has a 
nontree-realizable 4-submatrix which necessarily contains as indices i and g,, a 
contradiction that i E [g,,J, or i and fk, a contradiction that i E [fk]. 
Case ZZ. The set {i, g,, . . . , g,,J i.s [il. As in Case 1, ((4 g,, h, p, 9)) is 
nontree-realizable. This leads now to a contradiction that g, E [i] or that i E [fk]. 
Case ZZZ. The set {i, g,, . . . , gm> is, say, kl and gl E [fkl. Since g, 4 [hl, use 
now the nontree-realizability of ({gi, g,, fk, p, q}) to contradict that g, E [fk] or 
that g, e kl. 
Thus no i belongs to two distinct sets and the remark is proven. As our 
notation indicates, distinct sets are equivalence classes. q 
Remark 3.5. No set [i] obtained by Steps 1 and 2 contains two elements which 
are indices of the same nontree-realizable 4-submatrix. 
Proof. Let a, b be two such elements. Obviously, ({a, b, p, q}) nontree- 
realizable implies ({i, a, b, p, q}) nontree-realizable. By Theorem C, this 5- 
matrix has one nontree-realizable 4-submatrix where i, a or i, b appear together. 
Hence a $ [i] or b $ [il. 0 
Remark 3.6. For any three sets [h], [i] and [j] obtained by Steps 1 and 2, the 
matrix ([h] U [i] U [j]) is tree-realizable. 
Proof. If ([h] U [i] U [j]) is nontree-realizable, then, by Theorem D, there is a 
nontree-realizable 4-matrix ({a, b, c, d}) with, say, a, b E [h], a contradiction of 
Remark 3.5. 0 
Remark 3.7. Let h’, h” E [h], i’, i” E [i], j’, j” E [j] and k’, k” E [k] where [h], [i], 
[j] and [k] are sets obtained by Steps 1 and 2. Then ({h’, i’, j’, k’}) and 
({h”, i”, i”, k”}) are either both tree-realizable or both nontree-realizable. 
Proof. It is enough to show that, for i, j, k in [i], [j], [k], respectively, assuming 
that ( {h’, i, j, k} ) is tree-realizable and ( {h”, i, j, k} ) is nontree-realizable leads 
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to a contradiction. In fact, we would get ({h’, h”, i, j, k}) nontree-realizable and 
thus, by Theorem C, a 4-matrix which is nontree-realizable and has h’ and h” as 
indices. This contradicts Remark 3.5. 0 
By Remarks 3.7 and 3.6, the partition yielded by Algorithm 3.3 satisfies Cl and 
C2. Trivially, it satisfies also C3 and, by Lemma 2.5, it is unique. By Lemma 2.6, 
the compactified matrix obtained in Step 3 satisfies the pairing condition and is of 
maximal order. This proves the correctness of Algorithm 3.3. 0 
A final comment: testing tree-realizability of each one of the (1) 4-submatrices 
of (A) requires, by Theorem B, three sums and three comparisons. The number 
of these operations grows therefore with n4. However, additional memory space 
is only needed for storing the it sets [i] (or their complements, at the beginning 
until, if ever, n/2 indices have been removed), each one with, at any time, at 
most n elements. 
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